We examined performance in young and elderly on an implicit~lexical decision! and an explicit~recognition! memory test. The difference in lexical decision times between old and new words was equivalent in the two groups, although the elderly were slower. In both groups, recognition accuracy~lower in the elderly! was higher following semantic than nonsemantic encoding, whereas lexical decision times were unaffected. Divergent brain potentials for old and new words during lexical decisions constituted a repetition effect, which reflected greater positivity~200-800 ms! for old words, particularly over the left hemisphere; this effect was smaller and later in the elderly. An electrophysiological marker of enhanced recollection for words from the semantic encoding task took the form of a left-sided positivitỹ 500-800 ms!. The effect was smaller in the elderly than the young, providing an additional index of their impaired recognition processes.
!. Age-related effects on implicit tests are less consistent and appear to be more task dependent. For example, when implicit memory is measured in word identification paradigms, young and elderly individuals do not differ~Graf, 1990; Light & Singh, 1987!, whereas in stem completion and word association paradigms, elderly adults report fewer completions from among the studied words, showing less priming than younger adults Chiarello & Hoyer, 1988 !. However, Graf~1990! pointed out that in studies reporting reduced priming effects in the elderly, the reduction was proportionally less than that observed on explicit memory test performance.
Event-related potential~ERP! measures have also been used to investigate memory and aging. Most studies in younger adults have focused on explicit memory tests. The main finding has been an enhanced posterior positivity between 250 and 700 ms in the ERPs for old compared with new items~Rugg & Doyle, 1992; Smith & Halgren, 1989 !. This ERP repetition effect is presumed to subsume the N400 component and the late positive component LPC!~Swick & Knight, 1997!. Typically, with repetition N400 amplitude is reduced and LPC amplitude is increased~e.g., Domalski, Smith, & Halgren, 1991; Smith, Stapleton, & Halgren, 1986 ; see Rugg, 1995 , for review!. Moreover, the LPC is assumed to contain overlapping contributions from the P300~related to target detection and decision-making! and other potentials specifically related to repetition and retrieval~e.g. Swick & Knight, 1997; Van Petten & Rheinfelder, 1995!. Similar ERP effects have been observed in a variety of tasks probing memory implicitly. For example, several investigators have found that repeated items~words, nonwords, pictures, or faces! compared with unrepeated items are associated with a larger positive potential between 300 and 600 ms over centroparietal scalp sites, whether repetition is task-relevant or incidental~Bentin & McCarthy, 1994; Joyce, Paller, McIsaac, & Kutas, 1996; Paller, Kutas, & McIsaac, 1995; Rugg, 1990; Rugg & Doyle, 1992; Rugg, Furda, & Lorist, 1988; Rugg & Nagy, 1987 , 1989 Smith & Halgren, 1987 , 1989 Smith et al., 1986 !. This ERP repetition effect is enhanced by multiple presentations of the same item~Bentin, Moscovitch, & Heth, 1992 ! and modulated by levels of processing manipulations~Friedman, Hamberger, & Ritter, 1993; Rugg et al., 1988!. Because, under some circumstances, ERP repetition effects have been found to vary with manipulations that affect performance on explicit but not implicit memory tests, Paller and Kutas~1992! suggested that a large portion of them may index recollection processes during the implicit tests~see also Wilding, Doyle, & Rugg, 1995; Wilding & Rugg, 1996 !. In contrast, a small portion of the ERP repetition effect was shown to be modulated by manipulations that affect performance on implicit but not explicit measures of memory~Paller & Gross, 1998; Paller, Kutas, & McIsaac, 1998 !. Swick and Knight~1997! also proposed that modulations in the early, or N400, portions~;300-500 ms! of the ERP repetition effect are related to priming, whereas those in the later, or LPC, portions~;500-800 ms! are related to recollection.
In ERP studies requiring responses to intermittent targets, repeated words universally yield larger positivities than novel words regardless of the age of the individual, although the effect typically starts later in the elderly~Friedman et Friedman, Hamberger, Stern, & Marder, 1992; Rugg, Pearl, Walker, Roberts, & Holdstock, 1994!. There is less of a consensus on whether or not the size of the ERP repetition effect is influenced by normal aging. Some researchers have reported enhanced repetition effects in the elderly and attributed them to more extensive processing of repeated items~Friedman et al., 1992, 1993!, whereas others have observed no effect of age~Rugg et al., 1994!. There are also variable results as to whether ERP repetition effects change in duration with advancing age even when the same task is used~Friedman et al., 1993; Rugg et al., 1994!. These inconsistencies in the data from elderly subjects may be due to differential engagements by various tasks of "priming" and "recollection" processes. In the current study, we systematically manipulated a variable known to influence explicit memory in order to ascertain if reductions in behavioral recognition due to aging are reflected in the portion of the ERP repetition effect thought to index recollection. Specifically, we adopted the studytest design used by Paller et al.~1995!, in which semantic versus nonsemantic processing at study resulted in higher recognition accuracy but did not affect lexical decision priming. In that study, ERP amplitudes during the lexical decision task~LDT! were not only more positive for studied relative to new words starting at 300 ms, but also more positive for words studied in the semantic than in the nonsemantic task. This differential ERP repetition effect was interpreted as a sign of recollection.
In the present study, we compared young and elderly groups on these memory and ERP measures. Based on the literature, we expected that the younger group would recognize more words than the elderly with associated ERP reductions primarily in the explicit portions of the repetition effect. We also anticipated that the repetition effect would have a later onset in the elderly given the general slowing of processing and response with advanced aging. In short, we sought to determine the extent to which normal aging differentially influences performance on implicit and explicit memory tests, and on corresponding ERPs.
Methods

Participants
Two groups of 20 native English-speaking adults were paid for taking part in a single, 3-hour experimental session. One group consisted of 10 women and 10 men, aged 18-26 years~mean ϭ 20.8!, of whom 18 were right-handed and 6 had left-handed members in their immediate family~the data from 11 of the 20 were reported by Paller et al., 1995! . The other group consisted of 9 women and 11 men between 60-79 years of age~mean ϭ 70.95! recruited from adult classes, of whom all were right-handed but 11 had left-handed immediate family members. All seniors resided in independent living conditions, transported themselves to the testing site, and were free of major illnesses.
Stimuli
The stimuli and procedure were identical to those used in Paller et al.~1995, Experiment 2!. There were three lists of 150 words each. The assignment of these three lists to the three conditions semantic study, nonsemantic study, and unstudied! was counterbalanced across subjects. Each list was balanced for word frequency~Kucera & Francis, 1967! and word length. Overall there were 165 low frequency words~less than 7 occurrences0million!, 141 medium frequency words~7-24 occurrences0million!, and 144 high frequency words~more than 24 occurrences0million!. These included 192 five-letter words, 144 six-letter words, and 114 sevenand eight-letter words. One hundred pseudowords were also used; 50 were presented only once and 50 were presented twice within their respective test blocks. All pseudowords were orthographically plausible. An additional 239 words of comparable length and frequency were used as distractors during the recognition test.
Procedure
Participants were told that the goal of the experiment was to monitor their brainwaves while they read words and created visual images of the words in their minds. Following electrode application, each participant was taken into a sound-attenuating chamber and seated in a recliner chair approximately 65 cm from the video monitor. They were instructed to minimize body movements and blinks. Each experimental task was taught separately with several practice trials. For the study and test phases, a white rectanglẽ 4.28 ϫ 1.28! appeared in the center of the computer monitor. Words were presented inside the rectangle in upper-case letters vertical visual angle ϭ 0.68!. The white rectangle appeared 3,000 ms prior to the first word of each study and test block. Cues above the white rectangle reminded participants which hand to use for which response and which judgment to make~i.e., small or large size, only 1 or 2 or more syllables, nonword or word, new or old!. All responses were given via a button press with one or the other hand.
Participants were given 10 experimental blocks, each consisting of a study phase and a test phase. During the study phase, participants performed both imagery and syllable tasks. In the imagery task, participants were asked to visualize the object represented by the word and indicate whether the object was larger or smaller than the video monitor. In the syllable task, participants were asked to decide whether a given word had one or more than one syllable. In each study block, 15 words were studied in the image task and 15 were studied in the syllable task. The two tasks were alternated every other word and task order was counterbalanced across participants. Words were presented for a duration of 300 ms at a rate of one every 3,000 ms. Each study phase was followed immediately by a modified LDT in which the 30 words from the preceding study phase were intermixed with 15 new words and 15 pseudowords. Participants were asked to indicate as quickly as possible via button press whether the letter string, presented for 300 ms, was a word or a pseudoword. Two seconds after word onset, the cues above the rectangle signaled the subject to indicate whether or not the item had been seen in the previous study phase.
The experiment concluded with a paper and pencil recognition test in which participants were asked to circle words they remembered seeing during the experiment. This recognition test consisted of 539 words printed in 11 columns on a single sheet of paper.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Tin electrodes embedded in an elastic cap were used to make recordings from 13 scalp locations of the International 10-20 System~Jasper, 1958!: lateral and midline frontal, central and parietal, and lateral temporal and occipital. The reference electrode was the left mastoid, but recordings were re-referenced offline to averaged left and right mastoids. Eye movements and blinks were monitored by electrodes placed near the outer canthi of each eye and beneath the right eye. Trials contaminated by artifacts were eliminated prior to averaging; such trials accounted for approximately 10% of the trials in young and 15% in elderly participants. Blinks were identified on a subject-by-subject basis by an algorithm that checked for amplitude of the potential from an electrode below the eye together with polarity inversion between this electrode and a site on the forehead. Electrical activity was amplified with a bandpass of 0.01-100 Hz and digitized at a rate of 250 Hz. ERPs were computed for epochs extending from 100 ms prior to word onset to 924 ms after word onset. Only ERPs recorded during the LDT were analyzed and reported.
Statistical Analyses
For reaction time data, means and standard deviations for each level of the examined factors were calculated over all correctresponse trials. Analyses of variance~ANOVAs! were conducted on two levels of age group~young, elderly!, three levels of study task~words studied under the image task, the syllable task, or new words!, and three levels of word frequency~low, medium, high!.
For electrophysiological data, the mean amplitudes of various time intervals were calculated relative to the amplitude of the EEG activity in the 100 ms interval prior to word onset. These data were submitted to a between-subjects ANOVA with two levels of age group~young, elderly!, three levels of study task~image, syllable, new!, five levels of anterior to posterior electrode sites~frontal, central, parietal, temporal, occipital!, and two levels of lateralitỹ left, right!. Two-way ANOVAs were conducted to test several a priori hypotheses concerning relations among the image, syllable, and new words conditions. To assess interactions with electrode site, data were normalized across electrodes~McCarthy & Woods, 1985! prior to conducting ANOVAs. Post hoc analyses were performed using the Tukey test. Reported F ratios and significance values are based on degrees of freedom determined by applying the Huynh-Feldt correction procedure for controlling Type I errors in repeated measures designs.
Results
Lexical Decision Performance
The mean reaction times for young and elderly participants, collapsed across word frequency, are shown in Figure 1 . 1 The reaction times of the elderly group were significantly slower than those of the young group, F~1,38! ϭ 6.44, p , .02. The significant main effect of study task, F~2,76! ϭ 43.66, p , .001, e ϭ 0.82, reflected significantly faster reaction times for studied versus new words imagery ;40 ms faster than new, F~1,38! ϭ 41.87, p , .001; syllable ;44 ms faster than new, F~1,38! ϭ 68.39, p ,.001. There was no difference between lexical decision times for syllable and image task words and no interaction of task with age. The main effect of word frequency was significant, F~2,76! ϭ 17.64, p , .001. A post hoc Tukey test showed that this effect was due to significantly slower reaction times to low than either medium or high frequency words~low ϭ 902 ms; medium ϭ 878 ms; high ϭ 883 ms!. Word frequency did not interact with age but did interact with study task, F~4,152! ϭ 2.82, p , .03, e ϭ 0.99, such that reaction times for low frequency words were significantly slower than those to medium and high frequency words for both the image, Low ϫ Medium F~1,39! ϭ 22.13, p , .001, Low ϫ High F~1,39! ϭ 7.99, p , .008, and new word conditions, Low ϫ Medium F~1,39! ϭ 40.47, p , .001, Low ϫ High F~1,39! ϭ 22.91, p , .001. There were no frequency differences for words in the syllable condition. Responses to the first and second presentations of pseudowords were not different, nor was there an interaction of pseudoword repetition with age.
Recognition Performance
Collapsed across test delay, young participants recognized significantly more words than did the elderly, 80% versus 67%, F~1,38! ϭ 14.94, p , .001~see from the image task was higher than for words from the syllable task, 81% versus 67%, F~1,38! ϭ 135.08, p , .0001; this effect did not interact with age. A main effect of word frequency, F~2,76! ϭ 35.5, p , .0001, e ϭ 0.94, reflected better recognition for low~76%! than high~70%! frequency words, F~1,38! ϭ 4.49, p , .05. Word frequency did not interact either with age or study task. Overall, participants recognized more words in the immediatẽ 77%! than subsequent~70%! recognition test, F~1,38! ϭ 9.25, p , .005. Test delay interacted marginally with age, F~1,38! ϭ 3.99, p ϭ .053, reflecting a larger age-related difference on the second recognition test. Signal detection analyses showed that in the elderly group, the bias to respond "yes" was stronger in the first recognition test~immediate: d-prime ϭ 1.57, beta ϭ 1.31; delayed: d-prime ϭ 1.86, beta ϭ 3.32!. In both groups, significantly more false alarms were committed in the immediate~14%! than in the delayed~6%! tests F~1,38! ϭ 20.90, p , .0001; this effect was larger in elderly participants~immediate: 17%, delayed: 6%! than in younger participants~immediate: 11%, delayed: 7%!, age by test delay: F~1,38! ϭ 5.00, p , .04. Recognition test delay did not interact with study task or word frequency.
Electrophysiological Results
ERP results are shown in Figure 3 for midline sites and in Figure 4 for lateral sites. During the test phase, ERPs to words for both young and elderly participants exhibited a small N1~;80 ms!, followed by P2~;200 ms!, N400~300-500 ms! and LPCs~;500-800 ms!. The N400 was smaller and the P300 at posterior sites less pronounced in the elderly than in the younger participants. The onset latencies of the P2, N400, and P300 components were approximately the same for both groups, although the repetition effect began later in the older group. ERP data were quantified by measuring mean amplitudes to capture early~200-500 ms! and late~500-800 ms! repetition effects~e.g., Swick & Knight, 1997!. The distribution of these two measures across the scalp are plotted in Figure 5 separately for each age group, study task, and electrode. As there were no significant interactions of study task with either word frequency or word length in either age group, these two variables were omitted from further analyses. All F values reported below pertaining to interactions with electrode were obtained on normalized data.
Between 200-500 ms, there was a significant main effect of age, F~1,38! ϭ 5.32, p , .03, reflecting larger P2 and smaller N400 amplitudes in the elderly~see Figure 3 !. There was also a significant main effect of study task, F~2,76! ϭ 16.14, p , .001, e ϭ 0.78; mean amplitudes were more positive for words studied under the imagery and syllable tasks than for new words, An Age ϫ Electrode interaction, F~4,152! ϭ 14.65, p , .001, e ϭ 0.48, reflected greater frontal positivity in the elderly than in the young for all words; the younger participants showed the largest positivity over parietal scalp sites~see Figures 4 and 5!. A marginal interaction of study task with anterior0posterior electrode distribution was mainly due to syllable task words eliciting more positive potentials than new words over posterior sites, F~4,152! ϭ 3.63, p , .07, e ϭ 0.36. A significant interaction of task with laterality was due to larger differences between imagery and new words over the left than right hemisphere, F~1,38! ϭ 6.32, p , .02. Analyses of image minus new and syllable minus new difference waves revealed a larger study task~i.e., repetition priming! effect over left hemisphere sites in the young than in the elderly for words from the image but not the syllable condition, F~1,38! ϭ 5.15, p , .03~Figure 6!.
Between 500-800 ms, there was no main effect of age nor any significant interactions of age with study task. There was, however, a main effect of study task, F~2,76! ϭ 12.23, p , .001, e ϭ 0.78, reflecting the greater positivity elicited by image words relative to both syllable, F~1,38! ϭ 33.70, p , .001, and new words, F~1,38! ϭ 15.54, p , .001. ERPs to syllable and new words did not differ significantly from each other. There were significant interactions of age and electrode site revealing that~1! the re- 
Discussion
As expected, our elderly participants were not as accurate as the younger participants in deciding whether or not a word had also been presented earlier~about 3 min! in the experiment. Specifically, they failed to recognize as many old words as the young adults and exhibited a greater tendency to falsely identify words new to the experiment as old. In both age groups, semantic encoding~imagery task! led to better recognition memory perfor-2 Whereas overall the elderly group exhibited more eye movements than the younger adults, regression analyses indicated that the right frontal laterality in the elderly was not due to the influence of horizontal eye movements~r ϭ .01!. mance than did orthographic encoding~syllable task!, consistent with the levels-of-processing framework~e.g., Jacoby & Dallas, 1981 !. In addition, although lexical decision times to studied words were faster than those to words occurring for the first time in the experiment, the times were unaffected by the levels of processing manipulation. In other words, we observed the typical repetition priming effect on lexical decision times and replicated its insensitivity to semantic processing.
We also found that ERPs recorded during the LDT showed a repetition effect, which, unlike lexical decision times, was sensitive to the levels of processing manipulation. That is,~1! ERPs to studied words were generally more positive than those to new words from 300 ms on and~2! this positivity was larger for words from the imagery than the syllable study task. This pattern of results was also observed by Paller et al.~1995!, and following their argument, we take this differential ERP repetition effect~larger positivity to image than syllable words! to be a reflection of recollection during the implicit memory task.
The pattern of each of the memory-related effects was remarkably similar for elderly and young adults. Both groups showed~1! better recognition for words from the imagery than the syllable condition;~2! faster lexical decision times to studied than to new words;~3! no reliable difference in lexical decision times for old words from the imagery and syllable study tasks;~4! greater late positivity for studied than for new words; and~5! greater late positivity for image than for syllable studied words. These results as a whole suggest that highly similar mechanisms determined memory performance in older and younger adults.
The primary differences between the younger and older adults were in overall recognition accuracy, response speed, ERP waveshape and distribution, and the influence of study task on the ERP repetition effect. As has been previously reported by others~Bowles & Poon, 1981; Friedman et al., 1992 Friedman et al., , 1993 !, lexical decision times were slower and the onset of the ERP repetition effect was later in the elderly participants 3 . At the same time, the morphology and scalp distribution of the ERPs to words along both the anterior0 posterior and left0right dimensions were affected by aging. For example, the later portion of the ERP repetition effect from 500 to 800 ms was left-dominant in the younger group, especially for semantically studied words, but bilaterally symmetric for the elderly group~see bottom of Figure 6 !. In addition, whereas ERPs during the LDT in both groups were characterized by a late positivity between 300 and 900 ms, scalp distribution of this positivity varied. In the younger adults, this late positivity had the typical P3b distribution, largest parietally and decreasing toward the front of the head. In the older adults, this late positivity was more frontally distributed. We, along with other researchers, have observed this age-related frontal predominance in P3b amplitude to nonverbal stimuli in both the auditory and visual modalities~De Jong, Kok, Woestenburg, Logman, & Van Rooy, 1988; Friedman et al., 1993; Iragui, Kutas, Mitchiner, & Hillyard, 1993; Kutas, Iragui, & Hillyard, 1994; Nielsen-Bohlman & Knight, 1995; Pfefferbaum, Ford, Roth, & Kopell, 1980; Pfefferbaum, Ford, Wenegrat, Roth, & Kopell, 1984; Smith, Michalewski, Brent, & Thompson, 1980; Swick & Knight, 1997 ; but see Picton, Stuss, Champagne, & Nelson, 1984 , for an exception!.
Several hypotheses have been offered to account for these various patterns of topographical changes in the P3b with age. Some accounts attribute the apparent change in P3b distribution to an overlap with another ERP component sensitive to normal aging, such as a central positive wave~Picton et al., 1984! or the frontal slow wave~Pfefferbaum et al., 1984!. Swick and Knight~1997! suggested that the greater frontal positivity in the elderly in their studies may reflect increases in effort or sustained attention for the elderly to perform at a high level. Whatever the explanation, none of the available evidence suggests that this particular age-related change in P3b topography is specific to memory, although there may be indirect effects on memory~e.g., through strategic choices!.
In contrast, we believe that the age-related changes in the lateral asymmetry of the late positivity in the present experiment are, at least in part, memory-related. Specifically, the late positivitỹ 500-800 ms! over the back of the head in the younger adults is larger over left than right hemisphere sites, particularly for studied words. By contrast, the frontal late positivity~500-800 ms! in the elderly participants is larger over the right than the left hemisphere and only affected by repetition of semantically studied words~i.e., not different for syllable vs. new words from 500 to 800 ms!. We suggest that this pattern of differential laterality reflects the greater involvement of recollective processes in young than in elderly adults and is consistent with the conclusion that normal aging impacts explicit more than implicit memory processes. This theory follows from our hypothesis that the differential ERP repetition effect between image and syllable words is a sign of recollection. Likewise, other ERP studies of recognition have shown larger ERP repetition effects in conditions associated with more extensive recollective processing~Wilding et al., 1995; Wilding & Rugg, 1996!.
Generally speaking, ERP repetition effects in implicit and explicit memory paradigms resemble each other~e.g., Swick & Knight, 1997!. The timing of these ERP repetition effects, which onset around 300 ms, is suggestive of an association with explicit memory processes. Based on the view that implicit memory reflects changes in sensory and perceptual processes, effects on implicit memory might be expected to occur somewhat earlier. And, as has been noted by others~Haist & Kutas, submitted; Paller & Gross, 1998 !, some effects of priming are seen on the early sensory com- ponents such as the N1 and P2~less than 250 ms!. Its timing aside, whereas this ERP repetition effect is observed during both implicit and explicit tests of memory, the effect is typically larger and more robust in explicit tests. Moreover, the size of this ERP repetition effect is influenced by experimental manipulations~levels of processing! that are known to influence explicit and generally not implicit measures of memory. In our experiments, words from the image condition were not only recognized more accurately than those from the syllable condition, but also associated with a larger repetition effect in both the young and the elderly. Also consistent with this view is the observation that the ERP repetition effect was larger when recollection processes were accentuated by interleaving lexical decision and recognition judgments than when only lexical decisions were required~Paller et al., 1995!.
In their direct comparison of ERPs in an LDT and recognition memory task, Swick and Knight~1997! found, in line with our hypothesis, that the repetition effects were larger when memory was tested explicitly in their younger subjects. In their older subjects the repetition effects were larger in the implicit memory test. They suggested that some of these effects were influenced by the subject's confidence in his or her judgments, which they presumed to be greater for the elderly in the easier LDT than in the recognition memory task. Their elderly participants differed most from the younger participants in the recognition task, for which they not only exhibited smaller but also later and more abbreviated ERP repetition effects, especially at the longest repetition lags. Swick and Knight interpreted the findings as indicating that, whereas explicit memory declines with age, implicit memory remains largely intact.
We, too, found that the ERP repetition effect was smaller, later, and somewhat shorter in duration among the elderly participants, although not to the extent found by Swick and Knight~1997!. Several methodological differences between the present experiment and that of Swick and Knight might account for this apparent discrepancy. First, ours was not a continuous LDT but was a studytest design with a longer delay between study and test. Further, we presented two study tasks and our most obvious group differences were seen in those words studied semantically. Moreover, we increased the likelihood of explicit processes during the LDT by interleaving the recognition judgments. Undoubtedly, this too had the effect of making the LDT more difficult, as was evident in the relatively slow lexical decision times in both age groups.
As noted above, the largest group differences in the ERP repetition effect were for words that had been deeply encoded~im-aged! and thus were most likely to be remembered. In the younger adults, the late positivity~P3b! elicited by image task words was especially large over the left hemisphere. This asymmetric part of the late positivity was much reduced for words whose first occurrence had been in the syllable count task and virtually absent for new~unstudied! words. The asymmetry was absent from the ERPs to any words in the elderly group. It is this part of the ERP repetition effect, the differential amplitude and distribution between image and syllable studied words, that we believe to be an index of the differential recollection of these words. It is possible that the reduction in the elderly of this component may have been a result of their devoting more energy to the lexical decisions than to the recognition judgments during the interleaved portion of the test. However, the fact that the elderly showed parallel behavioral deficits in the interleaved and delayed recognition tests supports the recollection interpretation.
This ERP lateralization in the young adults is consistent with data from other neuroimaging techniques. For example, an f MRI study by Demb et al.~1995! showed decreased activation in the left inferior prefrontal cortex~LIPC! for repeated words that had been studied semantically but not nonsemantically. They concluded that LIPC activation is related to semantic encoding, which is known to lead to better recognition. This has also been suggested by positron emission tomography~PET! studies, which have noted differential left prefrontal activation for semantic versus nonsemantic encoding conditions~Kapur, Craik, 1994; Kapur, Rose, 1994 ! suggested that the decrease they observed in the LIPC only to semantically encoded, repeated words reflected a process-specific facilitation of retrieval. Under this view, the lack of lateralization in our elderly group may reflect their less efficient and0or less elaborate semantic processing~relative to younger adults! rather than a problem with memory storage and retrieval per se.
Another possibility is that the left-lateralized ERP effects are related to successful retrieval. For instance, Nyberg, McIntosh, Houle, Nilsson, and Tulving~1996! observed higher PET activation in the left medial temporal lobe for recognition following semantic than perceptual encoding; furthermore, the level of activation in the anterior portions of the left parahippocampal gyrus varied with the number of words recognized. This finding suggests a correlation with retrieval success. Thus, perhaps the left laterality of the repetition effect in younger subjects actually reflects the more successful retrieval following semantic encoding.
In summary, our ERP data suggest that memory-related changes in normal aging occur primarily in explicit memory and in relation to semantic processing more than nonsemantic processing. Whether this difference is due to changes in encoding, storage, or retrieval processes is as yet undetermined. Generally lower recognition scores in the elderly relative to the young adults, regardless of how words were studied, suggest an additional role for decision making processes in explicit memory performance. Whatever the ultimate causes of the decline in explicit memory performance with normal aging, it is important to note that the change was disproportionately larger than the changes in implicit memory performance. Determining the precise causes of age-related memory changes will require delineating what factors influence explicit memory in general, and how they might change over time.
